Abstract
France has been a leader in the international tourism
industry for many years but recent economic events,
consumer attitudes, and the rising Euro have caused France to
lose market share in the past 3 years. France is still the number
one worldwide destination according to tourist arrivals.
However, Tourists who once chose France first when
traveling abroad are now heading to the neighboring United
Kingdom which has gained market share in recent years. In
response to this trend, I have formed a creative marketing
campaign complete with advertisement designs and
promotional suggestions to intice a specific target market to
travel to France to discover what its regions have to offer.
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€Hecutiue Summarll
France has been a leader in the international tourism industry for many years
but recent economic events, consumer
attitudes, and the rising Euro have caused
France to lose market share in the past 3
years. France is still the number one worldwide destination according to tourist arrivals. However, Tourists who once chose
France first when traveling abroad are
now heading to the neighboring United
Kingdom which has gained market share in
recent years.
The problem is simple, France wants Americans back because more tourism revenues
equal a greater GDP. Currently in France,
tourism accounts for 7% of the nation's GDP.
In an attempt to gain American's favor,
Maison de la France(part of the French
Government Tourist Office) began its "Let's
Fall in Love Again" Campaign in early 2003.
That campaign included hefty discounts for
American travelers and special incentives
linked to tourism partners SNCF (France's
national rail company) and Air France. The
campaign focuses heavily on the allure of
Paris and its sights.
In an attempt to spark even more American
interest in the country, I have proposed this
creative advertising campaign to encourage Americans to travel to the different
regions of France and not just to Paris.
The Target Market consists of mostly Caucasian adults aged 35-60 who earn a household income of over $90,000. Their interests
are varied, like the activities the provinces
of France have to offer, but they are most
likely to go sightseeing, visit historical
landmarks, and frequent art museums on
an international vacation. These successful
individuals have fine an unique tastes and
are experiencers and achievers on the Values, Attitudes and Lifestyles chart.
Treatment of France in an advertising
campaign cannot come off as too risque

or vague. In the past, advertisements for
France have been clear and clean, relying
on large images and emotion to carry the
message. Maison de la France would want
this province-focused campaigned to be in
line with those objectives.
"J'adore!" means '1 adore", or '1 love" in
French. This headline will attach the emotions of love and passion with the image
directl y beneath it. The idea is that in the
regions of France, the target can discover
hidden passions in the world/himself/life
and love every minute of it. Each region
will eventually have its own designed advertisement to be placed in strategic travel
and lifestyle magazines to which the target subscribes. The ads will take an artistic
approach, appealing to the target's finer
tastes, while at the same time educating
them of all the joys and mysteries that await
them in the provinces.
Promotional ideas will extend the grasp of
the creative message by playing off of the
campaign's artistic appeal. The American
press will be invited to a kick-off gala in
honor of the provinces to create buzz about
the regions and their specialties. Also, current promotional activities associated with
the current advertising campaign will continue as they coincide with the "J'adore!"
Theme.
By promoting regions of France with their
own identity, France sidesteps current AntiFrench sentiment felt by many U.s. tourists
because of the Iraq war.
Finally, the campaign will be monitored by
surveys and creating a consumer database
to determine this campaigns effectiveness.
If "J'adore!" succeeds in U.S. market, Maison de la France would most likely alter
the ads slightly to extend the campaign to
other markets, especially their native traveler market.
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Situation Anal4sis
maison de la france Overview
An Association for Developing
Commercial Interests
Created in 1987 and placed under the
authority of the Ministry of Tourism
(also called the French
Tourism Government
Office or FGTO),
Maison de la France
is a an association for
developing commercial interests that is
responsible for the promotion of France as
a holiday destination, within the
itself and abroad. It eXprElSSElS
partnership between
groups, stalkelllol~~n
the tourist
sectors of the
Maison de la France
all over the world, with
Paris. The organization is
Departments:
+Marketing and Partnerships
Partnership Division
Product M;lrk..tinn
Marketing Zones COlnm
+New Technologies
Projects Division
+General Secretariat
Human Resources
Representatives to folreiari
Foreign Representatives are r ..cnni
setting up and organizing the promotion
of France as a holiday destination in their
respective markets. A total of 33 offices are
located in 28 countries, that have a field of
activity in 40 countries over 5 continents.
The Partners
Maison de la France's more than 1,200
members are divided into 3 Colleges:

College I: Institutions in the tourist industry
(Federations, Regional and Departmental
Tourism Committees, Tourist Offices... )
-34% of the membership
College 2: Stakeholders in the private
sector of the tourist industry
(Hoteliers, travel agents, tour operators,
transport operators... ) - 38% of the
membership
,"oUege 3: Professionals connected with
eV1elc,pllnelnt of the tourism sector
service providers, department
of the membership
supports, motivates
of its partners

cation campaigns
~elc'lti(ms

initiati ves

Currently, North American tourists make up
only 4.58% of France's 76.5 million tourists
per year. Maison de la France would like
to raise awareness levels among the target
North American tourists of its many diverse
provincial destinations.
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World Tourism Industrl,J Overview
Overview of the RepubJique de France
France today is one of the most modern
countries in the world and is a leader
among European nations. Since 1958, it
has constructed a presidential democracy
resistant to the instabilities experienced
in earlier parliamentary democracies.
In recent years, its reconciliation and
cooperation with Germany have proved
central to the economic integration of
Europe, including the introduction of the
euro in January 2002. At present, France is
at the forefront of European states seeking
to exploit the momentum of monetary
union to advance the creation of a more
unified and capable European defense and
security apparatus.

France is divided into 22 metropolitan areas
called regions or provinces. Each has a
unique history, industry, amusements, and
culture.

Industry History
Travel and tourism -encompassing
transport, accommodation, catering,
recreation and services for visitors - is one of
the world's highest priority industries and
employers. A special quality of this industry
is that it generates more profit than normal
exports because it is generally a 'service'
industry as opposed to a tangible product
that would have to be manufactured.
International tourism will be defined here
as any trip of at least 24 hours involving
at least one border crossing, for business,
pleasure, or personal reasons.

In this field, there has been exceptional
overall growth with almost 23-fold
increase in international arrivals over the
last 50 years, from 25 million in 1950 to
570 million in 2000. According to World
Tourism Organization statistics, worldwide
international tourism in 2001 generated
estimated revenues of US $462.2 billion. Of
this, about 6.4% went to France.
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World Tourism Industr4 Overview
Tourism in Europe

Tourism is especially important to all
parts of Europe as it promotes collective
economic vitality among all European
Union members. Europe ranks first among
both 'departure' and 'receiving' regions of
the world.

Not all markets have suffered because of
the events of the past two years. Turkey,
the Dominican Republic, Senegal, Croatia,
and countries in North-East Asia have
experienced significant market growth
since 1996, according to the World Tourism
Organization. Meanwhile, markets in the,
Caribbean and Africa have been relatively
unaffected by recent events.

The international tourism industry dedined
by almost 3% in 2001, as the September 11th
Other Factors
attacks intensified the effects of the global
economic slowdown,according to the
A number of other factors in recent years
have affected how,jnternational tourism
World Tourism Organization. In Europe,
has evolved.
the decline was comp04ndedin 2002 by
fears concerning the Iraq Wir,and possible
+Discount Airlines,·t'~riseof tl:le discount
airlines like Ryan.,ir, BmiBaby, and
terrorist attacks, whicl1 peaff.j:I during the
Ec:lSYJet hasm~eilteasierfor tourists
crucial spring bookin9,peri9;qwhen most
to stretch th;eirtr~n,sportation
tourists typically plan~cat~ Apded
to these woes are the ~jng .ebf the
budgets.
". ". .' '.' .
Euro again# the Ameriqan,doltar, making
+Booking over theJtl~eL tor aiI:lines,.
it more dif'~lt to entic;t varua~le O.s. . ..•,....
hotels, train,s,at)d ()thertounsm· . . . .
travelers .,~ay abtoacL;.For example, a 200 '.
based services~~yrOCJ<e@d iQ ..
Euro/nigllt Qotel irtPariS'for a week nowJ!'lCent years. ~ll~u~e~ .'
tosts $1,6~ CUi., w~ti previously in early~ed the v~t~inseveral'
2OQ!,the eost'wout4haveonly been $1,520 . ' •.. ••
important way5.
.
.
"
U.s:
T
.';"4 ,;,1; The traveler iSm&re,aware'of tile'
'':
discou!1ts thatmaY~'iil~lallle
~noti(ler c~tributoJ: to the downturn in
to him througnthe~ot internet
comparison. ... .•.•.... '.
~urism r~nues is the economy of a few
key c9untrles upon whom the industry
. .~! 'fhep'iri~~dr~=~~vtall()Jl
"'epeJ'lj:is. ~many has historically had
tI{e.highest numbers of citizens taking
itinerary himself r~L~l'lr~yiJlg
ixlernalional holidays. For nearly two.
solely on a travelpttff!S$iQnal
such as a travelagent.{
'. .
.
~,Germany has been in or near
rei:essiQn and unemployment ha$tec:lched
3. The traveleriS.~ fik:.ytogo ..... "
10% of the totaUabor fOrce. Americans
to theil'lt~tfirst to~PreliInifuuiY:C
are the second hQttest"'Commodityf()t the
research clI1Q plaQQm9, only m~
European tourism cqmmunity. Th~n:!clent
on to mOJ:ect'Eldible souJ:ces sUch as.';:'
lack of U.s. consumer confidence has
guideb90ksafter,.their internet
kept U.s. economy stligrtant, preventing'
..
searchpasbeeQexl:lc:lusted.·
Americans from yacal:i()llin9~broadan<;t
4. The traveler~.nidrelibl}'to
instead, taking snorter trips that are closeJ:
pre-book ro'ol'tl$andb4yadvance
to home.
..
event tickets eweftheinternet, rather
than wliiting.tOdo.S(,)uponarrivat., .
~'"
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World Tourism Industrll Overview
different from its longer
counterparts as well; short
stays are more sporadic,
spontaneous, and often
off-peak.

~-

.------..

~

DEuropean Union the expansion of the
European Union in 2004
will create new issues in
the European market.
When the number of
member countries jumps
from 15 to 22 the surface
area of the EU will
increase by 25%. Tourism
arrivals to Europe are
expected to double over
the next 25 years due to
the new additions.

...
{

Because the internet has become a
powerful research tool for tourists, the
industry has responded by increasing
advertising in that media. For example,
In 2002 Spain launched an advertising
campaign to be carried out solely through
the means of internet advertisements.
OShort Stays -Before 1997, typical long
vacation stays gave way to shorter
"excursions" of 2 days or less and
short stays between 2 to 4 days.
This trend has not reversed in
the seasons since 1997 and in some
cases has become more widespread.
In 1999, short stays outnumbered
long stays of four or more nights by
20% internationally, according to the
World Tourism Organization. The
nature of these shorter trips is

Industry Success
The tourism industry
measures success of a
destination in two different ways: tourist
arrivals, and tourism-generated revenues.
France has consistently been the first-choice
destination among international tourists for
more than 10 years. However, it is only third
in tourism-generated revenue, the United
States and Spain vying for first place for the
past 3 years.
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World Tourism Industrl,J Oueruiew/french Tourism
The World's Top Tourism Destinations
(International tourist arrivals)

Country

ArrivaIS(miliions)

1. France
2. Spain
3. United States
4. Italy
5. China
6. United Kingdom
7. Russia
8. Mexico
9. Canada
10. Austria

76.5
49.5
45.5
39.1
33.2
22.8
21.2
19.8
19.7
18.2

France Market Share
France currently holds about 6.5% of the
market share, which is the third-highest
share of the international tourism market.
The United States is first with 15.6% and
Spain is second with 7.1%. Italy and China
round out the top five with 5.6% and 3.8%
respectively.
Importance of Tourism in French
Economy
The travel and tourism sector of France's
economy accounts for 74.1 billion Euros per
year (U.S. S73.8billion), which is equivalent
to 4.7% of the total Gross Domestic Product
(GDP) for the country. However, travel and
tourism touches all sectors of the economy
either directly or indirectly so is actual
impact is much greater.

Economic Impact
In France, the travel and tourism industry
effects many economic areas. An increased
rate of tourism into the country causes
an increase in the following facets of the
French economy:
.Total Demand
·Gross Domestic Product
.Employment
.Exports
.Capital investment
Historical Sales
France - A leader in International Tourism
Tourism in France is seen as an "export
champion" due to the large and frequent
surpluses over the past 30 years. The 76.5
million+ foreign tourists generated 24
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french Tourism
billion Euros (roughly $29 billion U.S.) in
revenue in 2002.
Success of France
France remained by
far the most popular
tourism destination,
with 76.5 million
incoming visitors in
2002. The success of
France is attributable
among other things
to its varied scenery
and landscapes,
the multitude of
different activities
on offer and its rich historical and cultural
heritage. Hotels remain the favorite type of
accommodation accounting for almost 83%
of value sales in 2002. The sector is highly
developed and high standards prevail.
Accor and Societe des Hotels du Louvre
lead the sector.
The car rental market is a healthy growth
sector reaching Eurol.6 billion value
sales in 2002. Three major international
companies share the lead of the market:
Avis, Hertz and Europcar. The combinations
of f1Y'drive, train-drive or hotel-drive
are attracting an increasing number of
customers who are tempted to use such
formulas for short breaks.

=

Disneyland Paris is the
leading attraction in
France and in Europe
in terms of visitor
numbers, recording
12.5 million in 2002.
Theme parks nowadays
constitute a full holiday
destination for many
visitors, both resident
and non-resident

tourists. Casinos are also growing in
strength due to the success of the newly
authorised introduction of slot machines
into casino outlets.
There were initially great fears that the
French travel and tourism industry would
suffer badly from the impact of the 11th
September attacks in 2001. All sectors, with
no exception, were affected as hotels,
travel agencies, tour operators and airline
companies were immersed in cancellations
and unprecedented low booking rates.
Travel agency sales also dropped 5.6% and
ticket sales were down 4.8%.
The branches that shape the tourism sector
in France are important to identify to
understand what tourists consume when
they travel to the country.

Tourism Revenue b4 Sector:
Transportation 61%
Total- HoteI8usiness19.7%
Tours 1-4.3%
Leisure parks 2.5%
Related sectors 2.3%
Otller .2%
Of total tourism revenue
Ten leading Transport Tourism
Enterprises in France
Air France - air transport
SNCF - rail transport
ACCOR - Hotel industry
Club Med - Tours
Paris Airports -Air Transport
Novelles Frontieres - Tours
Euro-Disney - Leisure Parks
Jet-Tours - Tours
TAT - Air Transport
FRAM-Tours
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french Tourism
Current Marketing Climate
The amount of tourism advertising
emanating from French departments and
regions has never been as abundant as it
is now. The number of magazine ads is up
and, in particular, posters are proliferating
in Paris Metro stations.
Currently, FGTO has travel alliances with Via
Rail, Air France, and Jet set Travel.
Regional Tourism
Comparing the regions of France by their
tourist revenue is difficult because there are
no set guidelines for regions on what is or is
not considered tourist revenue, according
to the National Tourism Observatory. Thus,
the only comparison can be made by rough
estimates submitted by each region in terms
of nights stayed(for foreign tourists only):

Haute-Normandie
Pays de la Loire
Picardie
Poitou-Charentes
Provence-Alpes-Cote
d'Azur
RhOne-Alpes
France de province
France
metropolitaine

916
845
808
648
10484
5151
40710
77602

The 22 Regions of France

....,

..

~
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Thousands of nights stayed by Region
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Region
Alsace
Aquitaine
Auvergne
Bourgogne
Bretagne
Centre
ChampagneArdenne
Corse
Franche-Comte
LanguedocRoussillon
Limousin
Lorraine
Midi-Pyrenees
Nord-Pas-de-Calais
Basse-Normandie

Nights by
Foreigners

2677
1574
440
1750
1456
1730
948
863
430
1777
177
893
3586
2087
1471

Southwestern
France

By this data, the most popular regions are
Ile·de·France which includes Paris, Provence
and the Cote d'Azur, and the Rhone-Alpes
area.
Expectations
In 2003, France's Travel £7 Tourism Industry
is expected to generate 4.7 per cent of GDP
and 1,337,180 jobs, while the broader Travel
£7 Tourism Economy is expected to total 12.3
per cent of GDP and 3,398,630 jobs. Looking
ahead, the forecast for Travel &
Tourism Demand is expected to total 2.8 per
cent real growth in 2003, and 4.6 per cent
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Competitiue frame
real growth per annum between 2004 and
2013. These figures are according to a report
by the World Travel & Tourism Council.

Key Competitors and their Promotions
Although France remains the top
international destination, it only captures
the third highest percentage of the market
share.
Primary Competitors
.United States
Because France is targeting Americans,
the United States will be the biggest
competition to face when fighting for
the American tourists' dollar. The U.S. is
closer and cheaper to the target, and it is
perceived by Americans to be friendlier,
easier to navigate and a better value than
anywhere in Europe.
Currently, U.S. tourism marketing efforts
are conducted through state governments
for the promotion of state-focused tourism
campaigns.

.United Kingdom - VisitBritain.

Where France experienced a sluggish
American-produced booking season in
early 2003, the United Kingdom went
largely unaffected. According to the
FGTO, France experienced a 39% dip in
U.S.-originating night stays in May 2003
as compared with the same month from
the previous year. VisitBritain r",r",rtc
8% gain during
that same time
period. From th,><",
figures, it can be
determined that if
U.S. residents are
venturing abroad,

they are going to the UK first_ This could
be due to the similarities in cultural and
historical offerings by both France and the
UK from the viewpoint of the American
traveler, and yet in the UK, Americans
already know the language_
VisitBritain was formed on April!, 2003
when the British Tourist Authority and
the English Tourism Council merged.
VisitBritian uses a variety of internet,
e-newsletters, magazine ads, and
promotions to target prospective tourists.
VisitBritain has also recognized the trend
for vacationers to take shorter trips and
in response has launched a "short stay"
campaign.
In addition,
VisitBritain uses 8
major targeting
methods for its
intended
audiences:
Outdoor Britain,
Sporting Britain,
Hidden Britain, UK City Experience, Movie
Map (showcases sites and cities featured
in famous cinema), Great Britain Heritage,
Britain's Gardens, and YouthBritain.

.Spain - Spain Marks
Spain is the second-largest holder of the
international tourism market share and
that makes it big competition for France,
even if the country weren't situated directly
against French borders.
Turespafia, (Spain Tourist
Office), launches a 4
million euros International
"online" campaign
to promote Spain as
tourism destination. The
campaign will be done in
three phases. 90% of the
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campaign will be focused on Europe (UK,
fRA, GER and ITA) and 10% focused on
long haul (USA, CAN, JAP). The product
communication will be Cultural Spain first,
and then Sun, Beach, Sport and Business
Tourism. Also 20% of cost is focused on
Rural Tourism. Strategic alliances with
Yahoo, Msn or Terra and with E-travel
like: Expedia, Last Minute, Ebookers and
Opodo. Other action that the campaign
includes is CRM. They have bought some
series of data bases of internet users who
have expressed interest in travel who will
be receive e-mails about the new Spanish
web, wwwspain.info.
In 2004, there will be an intense promotion
of Spain as cultural destination, owed to
the celebration of forum of Cultures in
Barcelona, the Salvador Dali's centenary
and the Holy Year in Santiago de
Compostela. The international promotion
for 2004 will have got with an ambitious
investment plan in advertising campaign
and familiarization trips for foreign
journalists.
+Italy - Realize the Dream
Italy's proximity, heritage, value, and
cuisine make it a formidable competitor
with france. Italy currently holds the 4th
largest share of the international tourist
market. The Italian Government Tourist
board currently encourages North
American tourists to visit Italy and "Realize
the Dream." Their web site includes links
to Undiscovered Italy, What's New in
Italy, Museum of the Month, and a special
Spotlight On... section to showcase its varied
destinations to prospective travelers.

Secondary
Other European countries, especially
Germany and Ireland, will be close
competitors with france as they too share
a significant market share, have histories of
large amounts of American travelers, and
have similar features to offer the American
tourist.
South Atlantic Destinations including the
Caribbean Islands have always been a big
draw for American tourists. In 2002, 21% of
American tourists who traveled overseas
made the Caribbean their destination
according to a survey of international air
travelers.
France/ Regions of France Brand
Evaluation
franceis the largest country in Europe and
is bounded to the north by the English
Channel. the northeast by Belgium and
Luxembourg, the east by Germany,
Switzerland and Italy, the south by the
Mediterranean and Monaco, the southwest
by Spain and Andorra, and to the west
by the Atlantic ocean. The country offers
a spectacular variety of scenery, from the
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8rand €ualuation
mountain ranges of the Alps and Pyrenees,
to the attractive river valleys of the Loire,
Rhone and Dordogne and the flatter
countryside in Normandy and on the
Atlantic coast. The country has some 2900
km (1800 miles) of coastline.

France has 1800 miles of coastline from the
rocky cliffs of Brittany to the sunny shores
of the Mediterranean. The country boasts
over 10,000 resorts along its varied coast,
each offering something unique to the sun'
seeking traveler.

Important Features:

4. Mountains: France is a skier's paradise.
With over 8000 km of pistes, France has
the largest ski areas in the world. France's
ski resorts are spread out through 7 major
ski areas: the Northern Alps, the Southern
Alps, the Pyrenees, the Vosges, the Jura,
the Massif central and in Corsica.

1. Heritage: No less than 27 natural and
cultural French sites are classified as "World
Heritage Sites" by UNESCO.
Religious edifices constitute a big part
of World Heritage Sites. Four French
cathedrals were thus distinguished by
UNESCO: Chartres, Amiens, Bourges
and Reims,.Cities steeped in history in
France are a part of the cultural heritage
qfhumanity. Paris, Lyon, Strasbourg, and
Avignon are just a few centuries·old cities
which offer the traveler the feeling of a
time past.

2. Art of Living: French wines, cheeses,
cuisine and love of love are world·
renowned and can be found in any part
of the country. The areas of Burgandy,
Franch·Comte, and Champagne are
renowned for their wines. Normandy,
Picardy, and Nord'Pas'du'Calais are known
for their exquisite cheeses.
3. Seaside Resorts

5. Countryside: One of France's finest
qualities is the scale and diversity of its
countryside. From north to south, east to
west, 80% of France is countryside. Full of
contrasts, it invites you to explore. The 1.001
facets of nature in France are expressed in
the warm welcomes given by its different
regions.
Other
Other important features of the country
include its cultural activities, shopping, fetes
and festivals, sporting events, fine food and
wines, and open'air markets.
Tourism and the French Economy
As of January 1. 2002, metropolitan France
had 59.3 million inhabitants, making it
the twentY'first most populated country
in world and the third most populated in
the European Union (EU) after Germany
and the United Kingdom. The overseas
departments have 1.7 million inhabitants.
With a GDP of $1.4 trillion, France is the
fourth·largest Western industrialized
economy. It has substantial agricultural
resources, a large industrial base, and
a highly skilled work force. A dynamic
services sector accounts for an increasingly
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€conom4 and Past Themes
large share of economic activity and is
responsible for nearly all job creation in
recent years. GDP growth averaged 2%
between 1994 and 1999, with 3% recorded
in 2001.

Of $1.4 trillion GDP:
7% tourism
6% agriculture
17% manufacturing
4% construction
3% energy generation
63% goods and services

NIn France,

•

••
~.

a smile comes from the heart"

Tourism is big business in France because
it contributes so much revenue. The
government realizes that just because
France is already the #1 tourist destination
in the world does not warrant a dip in
advertising one of this country's biggest
assets.

The "Bonjour" campaign was launched in
1994 to buff up France's image as a tourist
destination. The effort has apparently
paid off, with the number of international
visitors increasing steadily -- but spending
less than they do elsewhere, statistics show.
A record 75 million tourists visited France in
2000, compared to 60 million in 1995.

Past Themes
.Bonjour! -1994-2001

.J'aime La France (I love France)2001-2002

France launched it's "Bonjour" campaign
designed to keep tourists coming and to
coax them to stay longer, spend more,
and return. As part of the campaign, those
working in the tourism industry were
invited to sign a "contract of welcome"
and abide by its principles. These included
providing a personal welcome, advising
and informing visitors and listening to
complaints.
Participating hotels, restaurants and other
businesses then posted a copy of the
contract in their establishments.

France.conducted this massive advertising
campaign on European markets and in the
U.S., Canada, and japan, at a cost of 12.6
million Euros. "J'aime la France" featured
clips of international celebrities mouthing
the words "J'aime la France" in front of
French monuments and scenery.
"Let's Fall in Love Again" - 2003
In March of 2003, when tourist bookings
were at an all-time low, the Maison de la
France reinvented the J'aime la France
campaign to specifically target American
tourists. Part of the decisions was bolstered
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Past Themes/8rand liwareness
by American-Franco strained relations over
the Iraq war. France wanted to remind
America of their history as great friends,
and to not let political disagreements affect
that.
For this campaign, the French Government
Tourist Office/Maison de la France teamed
up with Air France, Rail Europe, Hertz, and
the Paris Convention and Visitors Bureau,
among others to offer Americans special
deals for travel to France in the summer and
fall of 2003.

A scene from the movie, HLers Fall in Love Again"

A short film entitled "Let's Fall in Love
Again" featuring Woody Allen, Daniel
Boulud, Wynton Marsalis, and George
Plimpton, among others, was produced by
theFGTO.
Maison de la France also launched a new
website, www.franceguide.com. which
offers travel tips, suggested itenraries, news
for travelers, information on hotels, air, and
rail, as well as a chance to view the video
"Let's Fall in Love Again."
Special hotel offers from SofiteI. Relais &Chateaux, and Abotels were contributed
for the campaign.

Finally, the Club France card was introduced
as a way for tourists to experience even
more discounts from over 1,000 French
tourism businesses; all for the low price of a
$25 annual membership fee.

A Mission: the promotion of
"Destination France"
The current marketing mission as defined
by Maison de la France relies on a strategy
defined with all the partners every 3 years.
The latest marketing plan (2002 - 2004)
set an objective of keeping France as the
number one destination in the world and
to develop its share of the market.
Brand Awareness
Awareness of France as a tourist destination
is extremely high due to its position as the
top destination in the world. However,
knowledge of specific regions of France
and the special activities they have to offer
is much less known. For this reason, I have
created a creative campaign to add to the
already successful "Let's Fall in Love Again"
and "J'aime la France" campaigns, this time
directly focusing on specific regions of
France.
Consumer Perceptions and Attitudes
Many Americans still feel harbor ill-feelings
towards the French due to the Iraq war
and political disagreements. However,
research indicated that France was still a top
destination among American tourists, 2nd
only to the United Kingdom.
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Situation ~nah~5i5
Target market
Target Market Prospects.
The primary target market for this
campaign consists of 35-60 year old men
and women who
have a household
income in excess
of $90,000/yr.
The target is
skewed slightly
more male
than female.
This market
includes married,
divorced, and
single individuals_
Most of the
people including in this target are emptynesters, or will not be traveling with
their children on a France trip. Research
revealed only 7% of U.S_ travelers bound
for an overseas destination brought young
children with them.

variety and excitement, savoring the new,
the offbeat, and the risky. Their energy
finds an outlet in exercise, sports, outdoor
recreation, and social activities.
Experiencers are avid consumers and
spend a comparatively high proportion of
their income on fashion, entertainment,

This target is financially successful and
secure and have already had many life
experiences. They are very likely to be
re-examining their work priorities or
current job, dealing with adult children
and, relating to aging parents, reassessing
personal priorities and values, and seeking
a youthful outlook on life through new
experiences. The market consists of mostly
Caucasians, but is not exclusive.

L"" ... A... ~nli"
I !lW InnlW'lltlolt

and socializing. Their purchases reflect the
emphasis they place on looking good and
VALS
having "cool" stuff. Motivated by the desire
On the values, attitudes and lifestyles
for achievement, Achievers have goaldiagram, the target consists of both
oriented lifestyles and a deep commitment
achievers and experiencers.
to career and family. Their social lives reflect
this focus and are structured around family,
Experiencers
their place of worship, and work. Achievers
Experiencers are motivated by selflive conventional lives, are pOlitically
conservative, and respect authority and
expression. As young, enthusiastic, and
impulsive consumers, Experiencers quickly
the status quo. They value consensus,
become enthusiastic about new possibilities predictability, and stability over risk,
but are equally quick to cool. They seek
~ntimacy, and self-discovery.
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Situation ~na11l5i5
Target market
Achievers
With many
wants and
needs, Achievers
are active in
the consumer
marketplace.
Image is important
to Achievers; they favor established,
prestige products and services that
demonstrate success to their peers. Because
of their busy lives, they are often interested
in a variety of time-saving devices.
Geography
Geographically, the target primarily comes
from the East coast from cities like Boston
and New York, and from the Southeast
coast, from cities like Miami and Charleston.
Other Characteristics
The target is highly sophisticated in its
tastes and has a penchant for both selfexpression and analyzing the art of others.
They are very creative individuals who
seek what is prestigious yet unique. Much
of this target has some basic knowledge
of the French language and has perhaps
even visited parts of France (most likely
Paris) in the past. Francophiles, those who
identify themselves with French culture
and are extremely knowledgeable about
its language and history, are also to be
included in the target market.
Target Market Research
A few important facts about the habits of
U.s. tourists who travel abroad for pleasure.
Among the most important, Europe was
their first choice destination, according to
Statistics from the U.S. Department of
Commerce. Here are a few other key
revelations:

TarClet Market Statistics
From (he U.S. Chamber of Commerce

Means of booking air trip
Travel Agent 46%

Information Sources:
Travel Agency 42%
Personal Computer 32%

Travel Companions
Traveling Alone 37%
Traveling with Spouse 31%

First International Trip 5%
Repeat Visitors 95%
leisure Recreational Activities
Visit Historical Places 56%
Sightseeing in Cities 48%
Visit Small TownslVillages 48%
Art Gallery / Museum 32%
Recreational Activities 30%

Average Expenditure Outside U.s.
Per visitor, per day $74

Demographics
Sex - 54% Male, 46% Female
Average Age - 45.4 Male, 42.9 Female

Occupation
Professional/Technical 38%
Manager/Executive 25%
Retired 11%
Student 8%
Homemaker 6%
Clerical/Sales 5%

Annual Household Income
Average: $103,000
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Situation ~nah~5i5
: IImericans are currenth.,
naware of the different
egions of france and what
hell haue to offer.

0: french regions are rich
in diuersitll offer a uarietll of
actiuities for all trauelers.

: IImericans are not sure
ow to get to other regions of
rance.
,

0: 1111 regions and their
attractions are uerll accessible
due to easll-to-understand
"
SnCf'train
routes.

j)
- --I

\'

: The curr~L~Hpha4ge rate
akes IIm~ican tourists suffer
n france a5ourrentill. 1€uro =

1.17

""

:,

" ~
I

'\

'-.,

: Curren till there is ~ trend for
rauelers to stall onlll/a short
ime in france while thell trauel
o a different final d,Stination.
: IImericans do not uiew, ,"
rance and its regions as
heir first choice destination
ecause thell perceiue
hat france does not want
mericans in their countrll and
ill treat them rudelll because
f IImerican foreign poliCll
ecisions.

0: france is a goqd ualue in
that its regions haue so much to
offer within their borders and
stalling in a prouincial region is
usualill chea~r than the morepopular Paris.
i -'
"
0: There is so l1)uch to enjoll in
france that it i...impossible to
see euerllthing ~n a short stall.
"-

)

\

0; €ach regionotfrance is a
friendill. prestigioUs destination
with unique offerings for a
diuerse range of interests.
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Creative Strateg4
Business Objective:
To increase total tourism revenue from
5.6% to 7% in the campaigns first year,
thus having the second largest share of
the international tourist market behind
the United States. This will be done by
motivating American tourists to discover
the art and prestige the regions of France
can offer them.
Cognitive Objective:
To increase awareness among the target
of the regions of France and the specialties
each has to offer, beginning with four
lesser' visited destinations and expanding
!rom there. Also, to separate the regions
In the target's mind so as to diminish any
negative thoughts about the country as a
whole and instead focus and her regions as
their own destinations.
Affective Objective:
To convince men and women of the target
to feel that they can have an artistic and
emotional relationship with the regions
of France, thereby rediscovering their
youthful outlook on life. Also creating the
regions in their minds as a place of legend,
mystery, and passion.
Conative Objective:
To stimulate tourists to make reservations in
hotels in the regions of France and explore
the sights, or making reservations through
an airline directly or a travel agent.
Competitive Frame:
The major competitors for the regions of
France are the U.S., the U.K., Spain, Italy,
and other European countries. The U.K.
currently receives more U.s. travelers than
any other European country but Spain
and Italy are not far behind France. The
U.K., Spain and Italy utilize scenery picture-

heavy advertisements and a large amount
of internet advertising in their respective
campaigns.
Consumer Promise:
The French provinces provide a new view
of France by showing the consumer what
is unique, artistic, and passionate about
the provinces. The diversity of attractions
and the smaller scale of a regional holiday
identifies with the target's need to be
creative, unique and esteemed.
Claim Support:
The provinces each have unusual
features which make them truly their
own regions. A wide variety of sport
activities, breathtaking scenery, impressive
architecture and hidden treasures await for
the tourist who comes for a visit.
Tone and Manner:
Each region will eventually be depicted
in its own ad. The manner in which
each region will be depicted is artistic,
prestigious, and mysterious. The idea
presented in the copy of each ad will be
that the each province is an amazing place
with amazing potential to fulfill hidden
passions within the reader.
"J'adore" means '1 adore" or '1 love"
in French. Using this as the headline of
each ad reinforces the already successful
campaigns France has used for the past few
years, "J'aime la France" and "Let's Fall in
Love Again." Consumers will immediately
recognize the word as French and will
automatically connect the visual with its
meaning. The copy will strengthen the
visual and build upon it by explaining that
the pictured scene/activity is just one of
the many to enjoy in that particular region.
The tone of the copy will be simple,
informative, and friendly.
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Creatiue
Rationales 6 Vehicles
A web site address leading to more
information (including booking options)
will be placed at the bottom of each ad
along with the Maison de la France logo.

also engage in heavy internet marketing
through the use of a special web sites,
www.provinces.fr. through E-newsletters,
and by traditional internet advertisements.

One-half page newspaper ads will be
The visuals of each ad will be reminiscent
placed in key markets on the East coast,
of the Art Deco style of design, which
hist9ficaliy was a successful way to advertise where the majority of the target lives. Key
deStinations in the early 20th century. Using cities include New York, Boston, Miami,
tllis§tyle will build upon France's image as a Charleston, Washington, D.C., Richmond,
historical mecca for art and design as well as Philadelphia, and Atlanta.
tourism..
Media
Campaign Make-up
.Magazines
Maison de la France needs to identify
A variety of magazines will be chosen as
th~iE!'gi~ons of France as their own tourist
vehicles for the creative executions. Travel
magazines like COnd~Nast Traveller,
d~tionS: in their Qwn right without
taiGng aWay from the current and past
Frommer's Budget Tr~l, National
messages advertise.d about France. Thus
Geographic Traveler, Vacations, VisitEurope.
is born the "J'adore"campaign. Because
Target specific magazines will be used as
".r~ore" is another way to say '1 love" it fits
well like 50 &- Beyond, Bon Appetit, Food &Pmfectly withpre'lious campaigns '1 love
Wine, and Smithsonian Magazine
France" and ~'l.et'sFall in Love Again." The
visuals allow each region to create its own
·Internet
identity while remaining a part of France as Many internet sites will be uitilized for the
a whole.
campaign including the web sites of Maison
de la France partners such as SNCF and
The campaign would be launched in
Air France. Other travel related sites to be
January of 2003 in order to give consumers used include: Google, Travelocity, Expedia,
time to consider all of the regions before
Orbitz, Odopo, and Monarch Travel.
~akingbookfng choices in March, the
Other web sites include: AOL, Yahoo, and
typical month for booking summer
MSN.com.
hOlidays.
RatiOnales
Because internet marketing and niche
marketing is so important to this target,
it has been determined that creating a
television ad would create too much waste.
Instea.d, Maison de la France will create an
eventual 22 magazine ads, each featuring
a different province. At the launCh, only 5
will be released, which are the 5 presented
in this book. Maison de la France will
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Creative
magazine €Hecution - Introductorll Ad
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Creatiue
magazine €Hecution - normandlJ

Be inspired by the histoTY. energy and sheer briJlance that is Normandy.

The picturesque seaside province offers everything from spectacular
views like Mont-5t.·Michel, to the Givemy gardens of anm Claude Monet.
Make arrangements today to explore your passions in the provinces.

www.prouence&.fr
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Creative
magazine €Hecution - Loire

Be captivated by the architecture, industry and serenity of the Loire Valley.

This castle-fUled province nuns with its array of vineyards,
historit:allandmarks, and views of the spectacular loire river.
Make arrangements today to explore your passion in the provinces.

www.prouences.lr
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Creative
magazine €Hecution - Picard4

ao"encU.lre

re~lent.
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Creatiue
magazine €Hecution - Brittan4
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Creatiue
newspaper €Hecution - Promotional
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Creatiue
Internet €Hecution - IInimated Banner lid

The prouince5 of
France

inuite "IOU
to

ewperiel\ce the

passion
of the

prouinces

ul,n
www.prouences.fr
01'

click here
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Promotions
Recommendations
Discover the Regions Train Pass
Since Maison de la France already has an
alliance with SNCF, the National French
railway company, this friendship can be
utilized to promote travel to the different
provinces. Tourists may obtain a special,
passport-like card at any SNCF rail station
with the purchase of any rail ticket. The
tourist keeps the card and whenever
he/she enters a different region, he/she
receives a "stamp." Each stamp entitles the
cardholder to receive a discount on future
rail tickets equivalent to 5 Euros per stamp.
There will be no limit to how many stamps
a person can collect but once they have 22
the holder will be issued a new card. This
promotion will only last for the summer
months of May through September, 2004.
WWW.provinces.fr
Maison de la France will launch a
separate web site intended specifically
for the marketing of the provinces.
www.provincesJr will include special
itineraries for the province-traveling
tourist, a link where prospective tourists
can construct their own itinerary,
activity links guiding consumers to their
respective regions (i.e., clicking on "skiing"
will take the web surfer to the RhoneAlpes), regional recipes, current weather
conditions, special events calendar and
more. The web site will use both real
pictures and the posterized style used in the
print ad campaign.
Postcards from France
Maison de la France will conduct a direct
marketing campaign repeat American
tourists. Those in the target will receive
a postcard in the mail of one of the many
regional destinations. The postcard
will look much like the magazine
advertisements on the front in it they
will be artistically stylized, but the copy

will be omitted. On the reverse side,
information about current travel deals from
participating hotels and restaurants in the
area will be printed along with a short,
seemingly hand-written line saying how
much France misses you.

Picture Posters
Because the advertising campaign is highly
artistic and the target is inclined to be an
art enthusiast, large posters in varying sizes
will be sold through the regional web
site www.provincesJr. Each poster will
depict one of the 22 regions and may be
purchased through the web site for \0 Euros
each. This will stimulate interest in the
campaign and at the same time capitalize
from the Art Deco poster craze of the past.
France E-newsletter Updates
By becoming a member of either
the Maison de la France web
site (wwwJranceguide.com) or
www.provincesJr, the person is
automatically signed up for e-newsletter
updates about his/her favorite interests in
France. Through the web sites, a person
can tailor his/her newsletter to specific
interests, regions, or events and then be
alerted when there is news.
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Campaign €ualuation
Recommendations
J'adore PressKit
Maison de la France will construct a J'adore
presskit to send out pertinent media outlets
in the United States. Each kit will contain
a full-sized poster of one of the French
regions, a set of playing cards featuring
2 different pictures of all 22 provinces as
well as 8 of the countries largest cities.
Members of the press will also be invited to
a "J'adore" gala in honor to the campaign
kick-off January 1, 2004. At the gala,
every region will be represented by its
own tourist office and regional arts, foods,
crafts, wines, and photographs of their
unique scenery will be on display and for
consumption.

Ongoing Promotions
Because the "J'adore" campaign meshes
well with previous campaigns, certain
current promotional efforts will be
expected to continue throughout the
duration of this new campaign. These
include continuing to offer special hotel
rates from campaign partners Sofitel,
Relais &- Chateaux, and Abotels, as well
as keeping and expanding upon the Club
France card promotion, which gives tourists
discounts at over 1,000 French tourism
businesses.

pieces. A database specifically designed
fro consumer feedback will be linked to
www.provincesJr, the official web site of
the provinces.
It may also be helpful to survey feelings
and attitudes of Americans about France
after this campaign to see if they are more
positive.
Specifically, the evaluation should include:
• Awareness and attitudes of the J'adore
campaign for the provinces of France.
• Successful capture of the 35-60 year old
American tourist market.
• Effectiveness, interest, and participation
in promotions.
• Success of public relations efforts.

Campaign Evaluations
An evaluation of this campaign will allow
the French Government Tourist Office, and
Maison de la France to better understand
its American target market in future
campaigns. Evaluating this campaign's
effectiveness will help the company reach
marketing and business objectives.
Many factors must be evaluated, marketing
and promotions will be monitored using
annual surveys and various direct mail
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